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Read this first:
• Keep all rough work separate in right hand side margin. No cross outs in the main answer
area.
• Marks will be deducted for untidy, messy work.
• No problem will be checked twice. Keep all your try-outs in the rough work, and submit only
the final answer.
Section A. Choose the right option and briefly justify your answer.
1. Which of the following is not an argument?
1.1.Thailand Government has launched a nationwide clean-up of poultry farms to stop the
spread of Avian Flu (AH5Nl). For, Avian flu has killed more than 50 persons since its
resurgence in 2003 in Southeast Asia and its containment is very important.
1.2.Cats with long hair shed all over the house; I have heard that they also have lots of fleas.
Cat's hair supposedly causes diseases too.
1.3.Since its long-term effect on the human body is not clearly known, and it is also not wellknown what exactly would be the consequence of its inclusion in the food chain,
genetically modified food crop poses a potential problem.
1.4.1 did not like the book very much, and I think its price is also on the higher side. Let us
not buy the book.
2. A robbery took place recently in which a lot of goods were stolen. The robber(s) left in a
truck. So far, what we know is that: (1) Nobody else could have been involved other than
X, Y and Z. (2) Z never commits a crime without X's participation. (3) Y does not know
how to drive. What can be correctly concluded from this?
2, I. Y owns the truck.
2.2. X is guilty.
2.3. X is innocent.
2.4. The given set of claimsisinconsistent,

.

3. In this special island, there are only two kinds of people. Knights and Knaves. Knights
always tell the truth, and Knaves always lie. You meet two islanders: Zagreb and Mika.
Zagreb says: Mika is a knave. Mika says: Neither me nor Zagreb are knaves. [From
Smullyan's Knights and Knaves Puzzles]. You correctly conclude that:
3.1.

Both are knaves.

3.2.
3.3.
3.4.

Both are Knights.
Mika is a Knight, and Zagreb is a Knave.
Mika is a Knave, and Zagreb is a Knight.

4. The correct translation of 'Crops (C) will be sowed if monsoon comes on time (M), but
crops will be sowed if and only if banks lend money to the farmers (B). However, it is not
the case that both monsoon comes on time and the banks lend money to the farmers.
Hence, farmers are distraught (F)' will be:
(a)

(C :::)M) .( C :::)B); ~M • ~B / :. F

(b)

(M :::)C) • (C == B); ~ (M • B) / :. F

(c)

M:::) (C • (C == B)); - (M • B) / :. F

(d)

(C:::)( M :::)B); ~M • -B / :. F

Section B: True or false? Briefly justify your answer.

- 5x4=20
-IOx2 =20

5.1. Invalid arguments can be sound ..
5.2. 'The additional funding helps the charity to help an additional 100 people per year' is not
a truth-functional statement.
5.3. The statement '(Z ::J Q) :::){-(Q ::JN) ::J~(N ::JZ)} 'is a contingent statement.
504. After the dark.ages, Aristotle's logic was brought back to Europe by George Boole.
5.5. 'Delhi is not in Japan' is not a simple proposition.
5.6.

The set { (A == -D), ( ~D::J (E • A), ~'~A v ~E)} is inconsistent.

5.7.

The final column of truth table for (M v ~J)::J [J v (M::J 1) ] will have 1 F, and 3 Ts.

5.8.

The difference between Specific and Generic statement forms is that the former is
composed of statement constants, and the latter is composed of statement constants.

5.9.

A contingent statement cannot be a component of a statement which is a tautology.

5.1O. The truth tree for a set of statements [' will have a closed branch only if a statement in the
root has a negation sign or

r-:

Section C.
6. Use the truth-tree method to determine if the given argument is valid or invalid. If invalid,
recover the partial truth-value assignment that establishes your claim.
The members (M) will not vote for the Bill if their party high command orders them
(0), and their party high command will order them if and only if the Bill allows more
privatization (P) and also invites more foreign direct investment (I). But the Bill

invites more foreign direct investment only if the country's law permits it (L); indeed
the country's law permits it. Therefore, the members will not vote for the Bill.
-10-

7. Construct a Formal proof of Validity (Formal derivation) to establish the validity of the
foliowing argument. No C.P., or I.P is to be applied in this proof

1. H::JB
-10-

2. H v B / :. B

"-END-

